INTERFUSE 2017 REPURPOSE REVOLUTION
OFFICIAL FRONT GATE HANDOUT
Gate Hours:
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

8am - Midnight
8am – Midnight
9am – 7pm

***If you show up outside of these hours, be prepared to camp in the parking lot***
Check in Procedure:
When you arrive at Interfuse, the first group of people you will see are the gate crew. MWB asks that
you be patient as we complete the check in process. There will be a new digital sign in this year & it
may take a bit longer as we adapt to this system. There are a few things that you can do to make this
process easier on us all:
·
Have your state issued ID ready (out of your billfold)
·
Have your eTicket printed out or accessible on your phone:
https://burnertickets.com/ticket-transfers/
·
Ticket transfers should be completed by April 30th. No transfers at the gate.
·
You will be signing the waiver digitally through the ticket scanning process.
IF YOU DO NOT FOLLOW THESE GUIDELINES, YOUR ENTRY COULD BE DELAYED OR
DENIED.

INTERFUSE ESSENTIALS
The 10 Principles of Burning Man. Burning Man co-founder Larry Harvey wrote the Ten Principles in
2004 as guidelines for the newly-formed Regional Network. They were crafted not as a dictate of how
people should be & act, but as a reflection of the community’s ethos & culture as it had organically
developed since the event’s inception.
1. Radical Inclusion -- Anyone may be a part of Burning Man. We welcome & respect the stranger.
No prerequisites exist for participation in our community.
2. Gifting -- Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is unconditional. Gifting
does not contemplate a return or an exchange for something of equal value.
3. Decommodification -- In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create
social environments that are unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising.
We stand ready to protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist the substitution of
consumption for participatory experience.
4. Radical Self-reliance -- Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise & rely on his
or her inner resources.
5. Radical Self-expression -- Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual.
No one other than the individual or a collaborating group can determine its content. It is offered as a
gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should respect the rights & liberties of the recipient.
6. Communal Effort -- Our community values creative cooperation & collaboration. We strive to
produce, promote & protect social networks, public spaces, works of art, & methods of
communication that support such interaction.
7. Civic Responsibility -- We value civil society. Community members who organize events should
assume responsibility for public welfare & endeavor to communicate civic responsibilities to
participants. They must also assume responsibility for conducting events in accordance with local,
state & federal laws.
8. Leaving No Trace -- Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no
physical trace of our activities wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves & endeavor,
whenever possible, to leave such places in a better state than when we found them.
9. Participation -- Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that
transformative change, whether in the individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of
deeply personal participation. We achieve being through doing. Everyone is invited to work.
Everyone is invited to play. We make the world real through actions that open the heart.
10. Immediacy -- Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in
our culture. We seek to overcome barriers that stand between us & a recognition of our inner
selves, the reality of those around us, participation in society, & contact with a natural world
exceeding human powers. No idea can substitute for this experience.

DON’T BRING
Glitter, feathers, confetti, sequins, glow sticks (other than ones you are wearing and will take home).
They are MOOPy (MOOP = Matter Out of Place).
Bad vibes- Duh
Money-unless it is for ice, which is the ONLY thing money is good for at IF
Flyers- or advertising of any sort

INTERFUSE 2017 ALL AGES GUIDELINES
Once you are in the public space (i.e., anywhere outside your tent) your genitals must be covered,
with the exception of the shower areas. Genitals are defined as a person’s external organs of
reproduction found in the crotch or groin area. Breasts are not considered genitals.
The shower house will remain gender-neutral and will be all ages inclusive. Participants will need to
refrain from adult activities that are sexual in nature while in the shower house.
Additional infrastructure volunteers will not be assigned to patrol and/or monitor the age of
participants in the 18+ area (aka the Red Zone). Members and participants of the 18+ zone will be
expected to employ Civic Engagement and escort minors from the 18+ area. If minors are
unaccompanied by an adult, please contact a ranger.
We will be asking the 18+ camps to help the event by creating signage to help people recognize
where the 18+ zone is located. There will not be any fencing or roping off. The 18+ zone is marked on
the map.
The members and participants of the 18+ zone will need to be aware that a minor could enter the
zone accidentally or on purpose, and thus be prepared for legal ramifications due to Missouri laws in
reference to nudity and pornography.
The placement of the 18+ zone will likely still have some line-of-sight from the all ages zone. We ask
that camps set up in a way to help minimize this. (e.g., add art to block the view from across camp,
use shade structures to strategically block views from certain areas, etc.)
Minors must be under the supervision an adult at all times. In the event that a minor is found not to
be under the supervision of an adult, a warning will be issued when the parent or guardian is located,
and a report filed. In the event of a second occurrence the minor and parents/guardian will be
potentially ejected from the event to maintain safety of all participants. In the event of ejection of
participant(s) and minor(s) and the guardian is found to be impaired, the emergency contact will be
notified to come to the event to retrieve both the guardian(s) and minor(s).
Parents and Guardians will need to recognize that minors should not be in the 18+ zone, and refrain
from taking them there.
Families with minors whom are part of an 18+ camp, will need to camp with said minors in another
zone.
We recognize that these guidelines may not satisfy all participants at this time, however it is the best
compromise we have come to at this point. The Board policies in regards to nudity in presence of
minors have been made in an effort to abide by Missouri law, and protect our community for potential
harm. Changes will certainly be considered after the event has occurred and we are able to assess
what did and did not work. In the end, we are a community that wants to support inclusion and selfexpression, while abiding by Missouri law.

DEPARTMENT LOVE LETTERS

DEPARTMENT of MUTANT VEHICLES -- As InterFuse continues to grow, so does the number of art cars in attendance!
Which is why we created the DMV. This year we will have more mutant vehicles on the road than ever before. The DMV
has been doing their best to ensure the safety of all InterFuse participants. Please do your part by watching out for mutant
vehicles, do not walk in front of them, or attempt to gain access or get off while the vehicle is in motion, and light yourself
up at night. Don’t be a darkwad! Also, no minors are allowed in the 18+ area of the campgrounds - this includes riding in
an art car. All vehicles should stop at the crossroads to give minors the opportunity to get off the vehicle before entering
the 18+ area. Here’s hoping everyone has a fun and safe burn!
*If you have any questions or concerns about mutant vehicles on site, you can find the DMV lead, Loee Love, at Camp
Ladyfinger, or driving Toasty.
F.A.S.T. – The Fire Arts Safety Team is the Fire Department of InterFuse. We're a bunch of burners just like you. We do
our best to keep the big burns safe, and ensure the Flame Effects and Burnable Arts proceed in a safe & theatrical
manner. We are NOT, ABSOLUTELY NOT the fun police.. our goal is to migrate the risks and maximize the fun and the
artistic expressions of fire. We want to help YOU express your fire art safely, so come talk with us! We want to see your
fire projects! The FAST Department has several specialists- Leads, Suppression folks, Ignition Specialist, Fire Marshal
who does Flame Effects inspections, Effigy Fueling, and Sandpeople.
SOUND MARSHALS -- Created to deal with the rising number of problems caused by un-checked large sound sources,
Sound marshals help keep the peace with the neighbors as we rock the campground. Sound Marshals do regular checks
of sound levels from large sound system sources. They also work with placement and the EC's to make sure large
PA/Sound systems from theme camps disturb our camp ground neighbors as little as possible, and to spread sound
camps out so they are not interfering with each other.
THE LEISURE ARMY -- Many Burns we are referred to as DPW (Department of Public Works, but at InterFuse we are
known as TLA. We are the crew is responsible for infrastructure set-up before InterFuse 2017 opens (—yes we set up a
lot of the shit behind you & in front of you!!), site management during the event, & the subsequent tear-down of said
infrastructure post-event (Sunday & Monday). As a TLA crew member, you will be responsible to show up for the
days/times you enrolled doing various tasks during the event, there is almost always something that needs to be done or
fucked-up!. If not, you are on-call for the times in which you have enlisted. The TLA crew works hard & drinks harder, so if
you enjoy hard work combined with drinking & harassment then being a TLA crew member is for you! We need help all
the time & especially for Saturday morning & Saturday after the naked relay. JUST SHOW UP AT THE EFFIGY AFTER
THE NAKED RELAY OR SATURDAY MORNING AT TLA / VENTURE INDUSTRIES SATURDAY MORNING ABOUT
9AM. We need help Sunday afternoon & Monday clean-up too. TLA sets up Interfuse Infrastructure, NOT personal tents
or camps. (Unless there is a crisis.) If you want to help AT ANYTIME DURNING THE EVENT STOP BY TLA WITH YOUR
ALCOHOLIC OR NON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE AND RELAX IN OUR NEW R&D WARD @ VENTURE INDUSTRIES
AND MEET/JOIN YOUR TLA AND HELP MAKE FUN OF THE SOUND MARSHALS OR JUMP ON THE TLA 4-WHEEL
ATV WITH THE OPEN BACK (usually playing bad music). Be able to ACCEPT & GIVE SCARCASM !! Suggested items
to bring with you: Work Boots /& MUD Boots! Water/water bottle, your alcohol; if you are drinking, snacks (power bars,
chips, etc.) for you or want you want to share. (If you are working TLA for a 4 hour shift at a meal time then you get to go
to the café to eat a simple meal.) Sunscreen, a cap/hat, a great humor & sarcastic comments. A pocket knife, Work gloves
& dry socks. We already have an OUTSTANDING crew for 2017---but we always need MORE!! Come join the fun,
craziness, & work that is & always will be TLA!!
NO BRAKES!!!!!
P.S. TELL MOM TO SEND MORE SOCKS.. AND BEER....
RANGERS/MEDICS – If you need to find a ranger, look for the green shirts with interranger logo & radios. You can also
stop by Ranger HQ & we can put you in contact with a Ranger. To volunteer you can stop by ranger HQ, we will contact a
roaming ranger if a ranger is not there & pair you up. Medics: find a ranger, stop by the structure with big first aid sign &
red walls or stop by ranger HQ. If you want to be a Sandman, see Ranger Lead Swish.

THEME CAMPS
Theme Camp
Camp Mayor
Apathy Camp
K.J. Thies
Atomic Endings
Rad Squirell
Camp "Wheel of
questionable
fortune"
Daniel Presley

Camp C-Word
Ben Gurwell

Camp
Clusterfuck
Mark (Andy)
Coultis
Camp
Dangerman
Liesl Eck (Rissi
the Witch)
Camp EZ
Kevin Gunn
Camp Fancy
Kim Kreitner
Camp
Gypsy
Daisy
Laura Kobak
aka GypsyDaisy
Camp Introvert
Shannon Lasater
Camp Nomad
Drew Perry

Camp
PoonJammer
Joshua Smothers

Description
Apathy Camp doesn't care. We aren't here to entertain you, we are here to work. Or whatever. Meh.
The world has ended, but the party lives on. Although these feral raiders might look frightening, they
offer you sanctuary from the Missouri wastes.
We will have a giant wheel that visitors can spin. It will have eight categories such as a gift (we will
hand out custom-made necklaces & other goodies), Quest (spinners will be given a quest designed
to pull people out of their comfort zones), Body Art (people can pick which art they want painted on
their bodies), Candy (people can pick a piece of candy & dispose of the wrappers on site), Drinks!
(people must spin a smaller wheel that decides which drink they want - there will be 3 pre-mixed
alcoholic drinks available & one non-alcoholic), & one "?" spot which will be decided at the discretion
of the camp. Two wheels, tons of fun. We’ll have a chalk board displaying open hours if we're away.
Is it late? Are you hungry? Do you thirst for a refreshing beer? Do you need a quiet place to chill
for a bit before hitting the circuit? Do you need more fucking candles in your life? Well look no
further than the big white candle-lit hut in the Quiet Camping Area to recharge your batteries before
hitting the party. We will be offering homemade burgers, brauts, fondue or pancakes Thursday &
Friday from midnight to 3AM, possibly later. We may be out at earlier times, but we are always
happy to share our beer & food any time & love surprise guests! In addition, our friend & craft beer
brewing professional PoisonCandy will be hosting a bitter & sour beer tasting with food pairing at our
camp on Saturday at 3PM.
Welcome to Camp Clusterfuck. Why Clusterfuck? Well, we are an eclectic collection of unique souls
with too many talents & ever changing interests to have one consistent focus. Even though we are
suffering from an identity crisis, we are a social & happy lot looking to share our gifts with friends old
& new. Stop by for a brew, a song or two, perhaps a little face or body painting, some yoga &
meditation, & even a few gifts for our friends the bees.
Camp Dangerman is a ragtag group of foodies, artists, & performers who want to share the
excitement of art & creation with you! Our mission is to always have the booze & creativity flowing
for any new friends that stop by. Interactive art projects, hidden gifts, & lots & lots of liquids are all
on the menu here.
EZ, Sleazy, beautiful...Come out for the sick beats, leave sick & beaten...Camp EZ
Who doesn't need a bit of fanciness in your life? Come visit our sweet little family & let us hook you
up with food, drink, art, & heaps of love. We specialize in all things our new evil overlord hates:
homos, hugs, & humanity. Look for the rainbows & whiskey & that's where Camp Fancy will be!
We are bringing comfy pillows & chairs so that you can relax with us. We're here to listen to all of
your bad ideas & be supportive, hear phrases like: "that’s an awesome life plan!" or "great thinking!"
or "it will work out, don't worry!" A safe, no shaming zone, where we are happy to lie to you. Serving
hot dogs & our signature cocktail or apple juice for the under 21's Saturday around the middle of the
day. This is our first Interfuse...so be gentle with us- tell us "great job!" even if we suck.
Come dance to the sound of silence where quiet time is all of the time. At introvert camp we skip the
small talk, do puzzles, color in coloring books, eat food, chat philosophy/science/psychology & enjoy
getting to know new folks in an authentic way. 'Chelle is offering energy healing sessions Friday1-3.
Camp Nomad is a BASS oriented sound camp known for low end frequencies & mind boggling
visuals. Our large geodesic dome (The Chromadome) encompasses a huge celebration of life. We
offer a welcoming atmosphere with delightful lighting & beautifully displayed large scale art. Come
chill in the day time for some mellow tunes & relaxing vibes. Find us at night for a bassgasm of
experimental sounds & a dance floor that doesn't stop.
If you don't find us we will likely find you. In true nomadic fashion we walk from camp to camp
inviting all we come across to come kick back at The Chromadome. When you arrive make sure &
ask for a pair of chromadepth glasses. Altering normal human depth perception, these glasses will
reveal a new world of colorful imagination. Our art work is often picked specifically for chromadepth.
If you are itching to bust out some new moves or just want to go on a optical journey through
space, make sure to stop by to say hello!
Camp PoonJammer is a wonderful mix of a heavy dose of simulated male & female genitalia & a
wholesome wild western aesthetic! Complete with its very own Poon Saloon, a bevy of midway style
carnival games, & a sensory enhancement teepee! Prizes to win, & opportunities for open mic
nights with our very own makeshift stage! Come ride our Pussy Wagon, a mobile vagina with drinks
& friends! Assless chaps optional!

Capn Nemo's
Flaming Carnival
Neil Verplank
Captain
Hooker's Party
Wagon
Eric Mezzanotte
Communication
Station
Kate Drake
FreeRange
Disco
Fresh

H.O.I.R. Island
Alesia Clardy
aka Mother Unit
Hard as Fuck
Tiny

The Carnival is an interactive fire circus! We will have a fire game or two, & our midway with ring
toss, cotton candy, & of course Ping Pong of Doom. Come & watch the world burn!
Captain Hooker's Party Wagon is a mobile theme camp that brings the party wherever it goes. You
are welcome to join Captain Hooker on his adventure or just wait for the party to come to you. Just
look for the lights dancing in the trees, the party wagon Hooker's will be dancing & playing nearby. If
you're lucky you might even get some of the Captain’s special party potion.
Need support? Need validation? Come on by the Communication Station. A great place to sharpen
your interpersonal communication skills.
Wanna hear the set at a theme camp or hear a kids story from kids camp but you'd like to walk over
& have a drink from another camp? You can do it with the FreeRange Disco!! FreeRange Disco is
like a silent disco but we don't confine you to one spot, you are free to roam the event property with
the headphones until Sunday at 10am & at that time you will need to return them to us. They aren't
water proof but sweat doesn't count.. so dance the weekend away while listening to your favorite
theme camps as we broadcast from 3 places at one time! Switch thru the channels to find your vibe!
You can volunteer & not miss a beat! Literally!
The House of Ill Repute (H.O.I.R) shipwrecked smack dab into the middle of land & found
themselves surrounded by the local natives. We gladly welcome all to our Campfire, our Shipwreck
Lounge with both Alcoholic & Non-Alcoholic Libations & Our very Own Green & White Cuddle
Cabin. There will be games, cuddling, lounging & just general Dudeism.
Not a lot to say that's not been said, except maybe the truth.
HAF is the "home" camp of a vast majority of the leads, ECs, & event critical volunteers. Originally
nothing more than an organized way to ensure that early entry volunteers & overnight volunteers
always had somewhere warm, dry, & safe. Coffee on, food hot.

Hillbilly Circus
Kate drake

Interrobang
Chris Paton
Just the Tip
Kitt FlanaganGammell & Joy
Waggener

Kidsville
Stacey & Zay

KMWB
Michael Stark
Kokopelli's
Glen Hadley
(Mad Hatter)

Today it's not just those volunteers, that list has grown many times since 2010. But every member is
required to volunteer for the infrastructure in some capacity, as well as share duties in camp. Come
have a bloody Mary, or blood orange mimosa, with us, during the Skulls of our Enemies party!
Hillbilly Circus is a tight knit bunch of carney/hillbillies from throughout the Ozarks & plains. This lot
can appreciate a good joke or yarn & we love it when acoustic musicians stop by & play a spell. So
if yer in the mood to chew the fat, get hammered on the hillbilly sweet tea, or you have one
humdinger of a zinger yer just itchin’ to try out on some folks; c’mon down to Hillbilly Circus for a
heapin’ helpin’ of hillbilly hospitality.
A sentence ending with an interrobang asks a question in an excited manner, expresses excitement
or disbelief in the form of a question, or asks a rhetorical question. Find us after dark in the woods.
Just the Tip has not registered as a theme camp before, but we have camped behind the greeter
station for the past 3 consecutive Burns. We want to expand our participation & become an official
theme camp this year! Just the Tip will be a fun stop to play after you are officially greeted & just any
time you happen to wander by. The idea is to be a place to raise fun, playful energy at the Tip of
Interfuse so that momentum will carry on with you throughout the rest of the Burn. We are offering
day time & evening activities to include the perennial Mustache Ride, because who doesn't love a
good clean, thrilling ride on a giant Mustache? This year come play our new Oquet-Glowquet (okglow-kay) A croquet game that will glow in the evening & delight you during the day. There will be a
glowing ball pit, affectionately named "Reactive Balls". Also new this year will be a DIY art station
where you can create with reusable mediums. We will also share our fuel station for fellow burners
to dip their wicks to practice & play. Fuel station will be available so long as there is someone from
Just the Tip to supervise & provide safety.
Kidsville is a haven for families, & for all InterFuse community members, to socialize & create
community with each other in a family-friendly environment.
Children are an integral part of our community & Kidsville is a great place to foster Burner
community across generations!
Please note: Kidsville is NOT a babysitting service & all underage children should be accompanied
by a responsible adult at all times within our village.
public access radio broadcast throughout interfuse: make announcements, play or request music,
broadcast events, schedule some d/j time, act out a play or read some poetry, rant & rave, or
whatever else you might be inclined to do. these are your airwaves to use. luv yer day radio: all
INTERFUSE, all the time.
A cool place to grab a cup of coffee most of the time or just relax & solve the world's problems.
We'll also be offering various tasty treats at random times, so stop & see what we're up to....

Ladyfinger
Lizzie Bryan

Love Bubble
Chuck Tiedye

The Love Cats
Geoffrey Mitchell

MOIST
Ryan Summers

MonstroCity
Kristin Wicklund
Ms Havisham's
Home for
Wayward
Hippies
TAFL
New Versailles
Sara Heck

The Pits
Mary Elen Paulus
The Plank Camp
Star Mezzanotte

Camp Ladyfinger returns bigger than ever! This year we bring you the devilish Anti-Church complete
with an Altar of Booty & a Shaman's cave. The pyramid will be bedecked as a beautiful, firespouting shrine, containing a towering altar of booties. Literally. There will be comfy couches for
lounging, a bar for drinking, a booth for spanking, music for dancing, & of course, the toaster for
riding. Ladyfinger is striving to be your daytime destination by hosting guest DJs during the daylight
hours. We will also be hosting events: a late afternoon party - The Derelicte Ball - which includes a
trash fashion show & walk-off challenges, Captain Cupcake’s Butt Work Out & a Red Dress Run.
New this year, Ladyfinger will be a part of a village - Get Down Town - which is comprised of Camp
Ladyfinger, The Nomads, Spordrobe, & The Thumbpen. As a part of this village, Ladyfinger will
have a Fiyah Department & a Post Office! Keep an eye out for those 5-alarm fire ladies & their sexy
shenanigans. & stop by the post office to send a postcard to one of your friends at InterFuse! Join
us for as we celebrate repurposing & all things booty! It’s going to be a booty-full year!
Come celebrate the simple majesty of the bubble. Make, watch or play with giant bubbles, day or
night. Experience the novel reality of being INSIDE a bubble.Enjoy our blacklight world at night with
UV bubbles, paints & markers, in the midst of our UV decorations & art. New for this year will be the
bubble wall, 50 square feet of a bubble wicks will, in the right wind, produce a torrent of dozens,
maybe hundreds, of bubbles in all sizes!
The Love Cats love love! And we love sex! And we think that's totally OK!
Our mission is to promote sex positivity, safe sex, & consent culture in a fun & engaging way.
We believe that:
1) An enthusiastic yes means yes, & anything else means no.
2) Gender can be fluid & there is more to it than just plumbing.
3) Sexuality is complex & there is no one right way to be (or not be) sexual.
4) More love is more better (but monogamy is cool too. Whatever works for you).
From the depths of the unknown to the edge of distant space comes a camp of unimaginable
wonder. A creature so bizarre that any human who comes into contact with it will forever be MOIST.
Gaze in wonder at crystal chandeliers & LEDs that light up the trees & fill the sky. Take a stroll
through our courtyard & interact with large art installations. Mosey up to the bar for a cocktail that
would satisfy even the most alien of tastes. Moisten your whistle with one of several fruit or herb
infused water beverages at our Water Bar. Dance with reckless abandonment under our dome to
the sound of electronically synthesized rhythms & melodies. Converse with time-lost future sailors
who visit the Milky Way to share adventure, drink, & camaraderie with the people of Earth. Get lost
navigating an underwater world of tentacles, alien pods, & strange aquatic lifeforms while admiring
an array of out-of-this-world art. Strike a pose at our lunar photo booth or pamper yourself at our
Sea Punk inspired pop-up salon. Snuggle up next to a significant other in our lounge while enjoying
a bit of conversation & tea service. Participate in one of our several space & underwater themed
events throughout the weekend.
Recess is back in session! Let your inner child play at MonstroCity.
Ms Havisham's is a relaxing spot, what with coloring books & crayons & colored pencils, bottles of
bubbles, & other amusements for wandering hippies. Ms H's is also the place to find TAFL's Finest
Cookies, & other tasty goodies to feed all the dirty hippies.
Ms H also has her medicine chest along, with OTC meds to help hippies recover from the travails of
burner life. Boo boo covers & TLC can be found here, & tick checks can be had for the asking. Ms H
works to take care of her dirty hippies.
We is the ONLY true descendants of the Kings of France! & boy, is we proud! Proud to be the fully
fermented fruit of the loins of the House o' Bourbon! & when we ain’t drinking fine distillates out of
champagne goblets, we's having 'High' Tea or throwing fancy Masquerades in full assless regalia!
We is as high society as you's gonna get in these parts! So get your asses on down here & guzzle a
classy libation in our opulent parlor… Whoooooooo-LA-LA!
Tiny ball pit.
The Plank is a body suspension team based out of Living Canvas Tattoo & Piercing in Columbia,
Missouri. Eric, the team lead & resident piercing pirate, is a professional body piercer with ten years
of experience. He formed The Plank team six years ago & has been helping people fly ever since.
We always utilize top of the line supplies & equipment & exercise best practices for safety. Our
portable suspension rig, The Raider, is capable of extending up to fifteen feet
skyward & is suitable for all basic body suspensions. For this event, we will be performing
demonstration suspensions as well as offering opportunities for event participants to suspend.
There are no size or shape restrictions for body suspension, but participants must be in good
physical health & should keep in mind that this is a very intense physical & spiritual form of
performance art. In addition, we will have lyra, aerial yoga, & acro yoga available.

Remote Piloted
Zack Davidson
The Rubbish
Bubble
Nick Folsom
S.T.A.R. Camp
Chi

Seven Shrines
Karen McKee

Skin Lab
Chris Bowman

Space Camp
Hal Bierman

Spice Pirates
Mike Evans
Spordrobe
SteaM

Sporgasm
flea

Sporgasm Light
Regina HartleipPinto
Strumpets &
Crumpets
Incorporated
Scott Murphy
Pot-Roast

Come play 3rd person man, take a ride on art car. Visit the Reverse Bar, or don't. Fuck you. We're
here regardless, but we do it all for you.
The Rubbish Bubble is a place to go & dance away all of the stress & worries you have been
building up in the default world. Come let loose, & let your senses be ravished by cosmic sounds &
lights from all corners of the universe. Get trashed... do some garbage dance moves. but don't leave
any rubbish behind. Because in fact. this bubble is constructed of rubbish. but we have met our limit.
Super. Tiny. Awesome. Referees.
Have you committed a foul? Have you struck out? We don't care, we call them how we see them.
As well as having our Home Base / Penalty Box you may find us wandering & keeping you filthy
hippies in line. THIS AIN'T A GAME. Expect to be carded or flagged at any time, in any location.
To Be Clear: We are not enforcing any specific set of rules & we are not rangers, police, babysitters
or your parents. Participation in our antics are encouraged of course, but not required.
On the path of self-realization, it is important to traverse the full spectrum of emotions & remember
our long-forgotten inner nature. As students of this path, we offer Seven Shrines as a place for
conscious connection, spiritual exploration, & the inner journey. Friday & Saturday, our camp will
host a Kirtan gathering (meditative singing circle) followed by an ecstatic dance party. Throughout
the weekend, we will offer yoga & meditation classes as well as workshops focused on authentic
self-expression, sacred sexuality, & connection with our divine inner nature. Our camp is a place for
everyone to freely & unapologetically shed that which they do not need while expanding to
unyielding self-love & devotion of something greater. We are an alcohol-free camp.
We are an art-centric camp that will be hosting a bar with some signature cocktails, cold beer &
artisanal popcorns. As always, we will have henna available throughout the weekend provided our
resident body embellisher is physically & emotional available. This year, we will have some
scheduled face painting for the little ones (& the spiritually young) on site! There will be a special
"kids cocktail" available for the little burners who bring a cup & a smile by.
Space Camp is envisioned as an educational forum for astronomy & space science. We will host
events for all ages, embracing the new family friendly nature inclusiveness of Interfuse. Events will
include build-&-fly rocketry, late-night stargazing, & discussion groups. We will try to have videos of
popular astronomy shows running throughout the day if you want to just stop in & relax.
Spice Pirates bring the heat. We'll have hot, & mild, culinary creations to share all weekend long.
Spordrobe is a costume boutique. Anyone can donate & anyone can take items. We accept
donations of clothes, hats, wigs, shoes, & accessories. If you have a donation please help tidy up by
hanging your items.
How it Works - The rules are simple: All items in Spordrobe are gifts from the community to the
community. Find something you like? It’s yours :) Or you can gift it to someone else! We accept
donations but donating & trades are not required.
Donations not accepted:
- Stuff that can’t be worn on your body like books, food, etc.
- Dirty & soiled items.
- Plain street clothes.*
*There are sometimes exceptions. If the weather is cold & wet we will take pretty much any clean
dry clothes for people to use for layering.
Come to Sporgasm, make yourself a Hula Hoop, get your clothes off & your body paint on! We have
full body colors & a detail dome with high quality paints for your detailing pleasure. Bring a friend &
paint each other. Or make a new friend while you are here! You can even warm up as you dry off by
our fire. If you are thorough, the paint will also serve as sunscreen for one of those hot Interfuse
days! You can be naked without actually being naked when you are all blue. Or red. Or yellow. Or
green. Be the color!
Sporgasm light is a space where teenagers can chill & express their creativity without the stress of
an adult breathing down their necks. Although anyone is welcome to checkout our camp, only ages
13-17 are welcome to stay, unless it's during our all age body positivity work shop. We will have an
adult on walki talki access at all times. Within our camp there shall be drinks, games, adult coloring
books, body or face painting, & step outside for the all ages hoola hoop making.
Strumpets & Crumpets Incorporated!
Stroll in! Plop down! Sip tea! & be free! Or some wank like that...
A dash of Victorian with a sprinkle of free love all tied up in lovely sash.
Serving crumpets, tea, laughter, & smiles for all skips of life.
Come lassys, gentleman, pirates, vagabonds, hippies, scullwags, rapcallions, scoundrels, but no
circus clowns. Please.
Join us for some elegant madness at Strumpets & Crumpets Incorporated.
Games will be posted at camp, Tea at 4pm Coffee every morning

The Temple of
SharkJesus
Pettrov
That Camp
Nathan Kuester

The Temple of SharkJesus is a Dance Church style sound camp! (he died for our fins)
We will be spinning the very best we have found in world music, trip-hop, funk, soul, & so much
more. Not just “boots-n-pants" but we do that too, & we do it well!
We're a sound camp. We're a bar. We have activities. So many activities. We are cool.
That Camp aims to be a community event space for the burn - including various event from
members inside & outside our camp, live & DJ'd music, public forums, games, & more fweddings
that you can imagine (& we image that's a lot).
Our primary event space will be out 40-foot geodesic dome, covered in projection-map friendly white
tarps & all of the mapped LEDs. We'll have plenty of sound to push some live acts & get your booty
shaking at night. And bars, oh man do we have bars. The best bars. Bars that serve you whiskey.
Why? Because we like you & people that like you serve you whiskey. That's just how things work.
We're geniuses that serve you whiskey. & you get whiskey. Win-Win.
And after a shot of whiskey, you should make quality decisions, like choosing to feed your friends &
InterFuse's one & only Fwedding Chapel. Get mushy & put a hand-made ring around your wrist. Tell
the world & stuff. We'll have the return of the chill done as well, with a bit more furniture, & lights tied
into the primary dome. We're also looking forward to hosting many more events, including the
anticipated return of the Midwest Burners Public Formula place for discussing all things burner &
beyond! See you at THAT CAMP! (look for the sign - it's small)
That! There Camp An offshoot of That! Camp, offering quiet respite & a sober space. Chamomile tea or hookah by
Lindsey Moon
request. Nightly story time featuring "Go the Fuck to Sleep" & other bedtime classics.
TikiStar Bar &
Lounge
Jana McKinny
Venture
Industries
Waffle Dungeon
Fox

Enjoy a hand-crafted cocktail beach side while mingling with celebrities & revolutionaries of the best
sort at TikiStar, the best backwater intergalactic trucker stop east of the Mississippi. Catch a ride on
StarDust when she comes into port & explore the deepest corners of InterFuse.
Careers in Burner Science!
Mayor -- Cameron "Frequency" Lawrence
Waffle Dungeon... We are all about coffee, breakfast foods & exquisite predicaments. We may ask
for our pound of flesh, but don't worry it won't hurt... much...

Whatever..
Steve Gilmore
Yggdrasil the
worlds tree
Matthew Hall

Let your freak flag fly! If you have something you want to bring to the table, this is the place.

Yin/Yang: Town
of touch
Patrick

Yggdrasil is the world’s tree from the Norse stories of the Vikings. It connects the world of people
with the worlds of the dead, the Asir & Wanes or Norse gods, Giants of frost & fire, elves, &
dwarves. It speaks to the principles associated with expression & inclusion since each world
expresses something different & it includes them all in its branches & roots.
As with all things in life there is a cycle. Yin > Yang > Yin > Yang
We repurpose a lot of things
In the Yin-Yang Town of touch camp, we explore the dark & light side of life.
We let you create your own revolution from our yoga, acro yoga, & massage setting your intent for
the day, resetting your muscles, & instead of supporting your body on your feet, allow you to support
or be supported by others by flying on feet.
On the dark side, find new release in our basic dungeon with gallows that are used for suspensions,
a beating cross (Two ways-Horizontal or invisible traditional Y.), use it sensually or with a deep beat.
Daily: warmup yoga... Followed by Acro/Partner Yoga (no partner needed... meet someone new
here) {intro followed by a fun jam}.
Daily: Rope lesson followed by rope/shibari suspensions

REPEATING EVENTS
Th Fr Sa
ALL DAY

Post Office -- Camp Ladyfinger
Stop by the Post Office and fill out a repurposed postcard and send it to one of your friends at InterFuse! No
postage necessary! Delivery via Toasty.
**delivery not guaranteed**

Th Fr 130p
Th 730p-830p
Fr 1230p-130p
Sa 1230p-130p

Ranger on-site training – Ranger HQ
THAT Camp Fwedding Chapel -- Jenni, Shagrin, Goldfish, and Lindsey
"That Camp ""Fweddings"" = THAT FWED Chapel will be on-site at THAT camp and available 24 hours per day to
use during Interfuse for your Fwedding experience.

Th Fr Sa Su
ALL DAY

Fr Sa
ALL DAY

Fr 2p-3p
Sa 2p-3p

Fr 5p-6p
Sa 11a-noon
Fr Sa Su
ALL DAY

A member of THAT Fwed Chapel ""Dreamer and Dooer"" team will be available to officiate your fwedding during
the scheduled times
*Participants will also be gifted with a photo of their Fwedding to keep. *
THAT Fwed Chapel provides a charming, unique and intimate place for fweddings. Exchange vows and confess
your feels to your friend(s). Pre- written vows will be available at THAT Fwed Chapel for you to use at any time.
Please feel free to write/create your own. When your Fwedding is complete, please free to exchange a provided
friendship bracelet with your friend,"
Ladyfinger Spanking Station -- Camp Ladyfinger
Have you been bad? Have you been very bad? Come be punished at the Ladyfinger Spanking Station. Choose from
a variety of spanking tools for your spanking punishment ... or pleasure. Check the chalkboard for surprise
celebrity guest spankers and get your passport stamped, spank or be spanked!
Collage Chaos -- Camp Dangerman
What parts of your life do you wish you could frame? Have you ever wanted to express your favorite
song/dessert/hobby in a crazy and shareable way? Come make some collage art with us to either display in our
camp or take home with you. We have thousands of precut pictures as well as recycled magazines ready to
become special art. (Magnet sheets/modgepodge/glue available, so feel free to bring 3d items to decorate as well
if you wish! It's all you!)
Creative Cursing and Insults -- Kidsville
Come participate in a contest to see who can come up with the most creative curses and Insults, as judged by
audience applause! Adults needed to help judge the winners, and perhaps at the end we'll let adults participate in
their own round and have the kids judge.
Parachute Games -- Kidsville
Everybody remembers the parachute from gym class. We are bringing back all your favorite games like Popcorn,
Cat and Mouse, and Mushroom with a few twisted relays mixed in.
Thumbpen: Shamanic Lodge -- Camp LadyFinger
Tribalized Shamanic Lodge journey invites you to make cave art and magical muzacs within the womb of our
Mother

ONE-TIME EVENTS
Th 10a-noon
Th 10a-1p
Th noon-2p
Th 1p-245p

Th 1p-245p

Th 2p-4p
Th 3p-420p

Th 3p-6p

Th 4p-6p
Th 5p-6p

Th 5p-7p

Th 6p-7p

Th 6p-7p
Th 6p-7p

Th 6p-8p

Cosmic Messengers --Temple of SharkJesus
Music expanding consciousness
Bloody Mary's with Whiski -- HOIR Island
Whiski is mixing vodka for your waking pleasure. Spicy as you like it!
Chillout / Downtemp set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Floatie grooves for you early afternoon.
The Great Bubble Uprising of 2017 -- Love Bubble Chuck & Karen Tiedye
Bigger, better, bubblier! We want to get as many people as possible making bubbles all at once.
Come make some giant bubbles, or dozens at once with the multi-maker toys! Try out the new
Bubble Wall, hundreds of bubbles all at once! (If there is a bit of wind.) We will have the bubble
machines going & a pile of bubble toys besides all the big bubble wands. Get enbubbled inside
your own personal bubble! Come by & get acquainted with Love Bubble, get your passport
stamped, open bubble play after, & stop by anytime to hang out.
Join the Great Bubble Uprising of 2017! Do it for posterity!
SPARK Your Creativity Painting Party! -- Camp Love Bubble
Join Camp Love Bubble in painting two repurposed door murals & one of the wonderful,
repurposed Effigy Animals! We'll supply the paint & brushes; you supply the creativity &
have fun! This event is predominantly for Sparks, but the adults can play too. The murals will be
coming to future burns! The very special animal will become part of the Effigy Burn Saturday!
Horny Green on Thursday -- Temple of SharkJesus
brass-centric music in a dance-church format. Wearing green? stop by & show it off! :-)
Roadway to Burn Mentality via Guided Relaxation & Coloring -- H.O.I.R. Island
You finally made it to the burn! Now get your brain & physical self there & learn some relaxation
methods. Includes coloring books!!
Team Suspensions -- Plank Camp
Members of the Plank team & suspension repeat offenders will perform ritual hook pulls &
suspensions. Observers are welcome, but please be respectful of the team & suspendees.
This experience does involve piercing the flesh & there is sometimes blood. It may not be suitable
for all viewers.
Horny Green on Thursday – 2 -- Temple of SharkJesus
bringing brass-centric tracks in a dance-Church format
What Is Sex Positivity? -- The Love Cats
The Love Cats is a camp devoted to promoting sex positivity & consent culture...but...what does
that mean? We will present a brief introduction to the topics for the uninitiated, & follow up with an
open discussion.
BLACK BOX -- THAT CAMP / Hosted by Jenni
Come one, come all, for interfuse's first annual black box cooking tournament tasting party of good
times & celebration hurray! All interfuse attendees of any age are welcome to gather at the large
dome, located in THAT Camp, to partake in the tasting & heavily judging (so heavy) of dishes
created with ingredients given to those cooking in said black box competition. What ingredients
will the black boxes hold? What dishes will our burnery chefs bring forth? Will there be prizes? Will
we let the losers live? One can only wait & see. Bring your own damn plates & utensils. Prepare
for fun & food. OR ELSE."
Group Hook Pull -- Plank Camp @ Effigy field
A group of people will perform a ritual hook pull ceremony. Observers are welcome, but please be
respectful during this very spiritual practice. This experience does involve piercing the flesh &
there is sometimes blood. It may not be suitable for all viewers.
Henna on the Island -- H.O.I.R. Island
Bring your own design or browse our collection. These can last up to a week.
The Great Cheese Extravaganza & Booze Fondue Happy Hour -- Ms Havisham's Home for
Wayward Hippies
Come celebrate the joys of cheese! Cheesecakes, quiches, cheese balls, cheese & crackers-bring something to share & enjoy the goodness of cheese! There's supposed to be a bit o' hooch,
too, with breads & cakes to dip into it. There may even be some wine to go with the cheese.
Horny Green on Thursday – 3 --Temple of SharkJesus
Brass-centric Reunion spin. Come reconnect with your friends! or, make new ones! Let’s have
some fun!

Th 6p-7p

Th 7p-8p

Th 8p-11p

Th 10p-1a
Fr 1a-2a

Fr 3a-5a
Fr 5a-7a
Fr 9a-10a

Fr 10a-noon
Fr 10a-noon

Fr 11a-1p

Fr 11a-3p

Fr noon-3p
Fr 1p-2p

Fr 2p-3p

Fr 2p-330p

Kink 101 -- The Love Cats
In this class, we will discuss the basics of what BDSM is & isn't, Safe Sane Consensual vs Risk
Aware Consensual Kink, & some general safety measures, & run through some example
negotiations. A basket will be passed for people to submit questions anonymously & we will do
our best to answer.
Kink'n'cookies -- The Love Cats
Immediately following our kink 101 class, all kinksters are invited to stay & mingle, meet some new
people, & eat cookies! It's a munch! Whether you are a BDSM veteran, or just curious, the Love
Cats welcome you!
Love Bubble Jam Session -- Love Bubble
Love Bubble Jam, Mmm, Tasty! Join us as evening turns into night. We want a big jamming,
drumming, good timing fling in the Love Bubble Arena. I saw a video featuring BOOMWACKERS
(think musical wrapping-paper tubes) & decided they are so cool we had to have a set to bring for
Love Bubble. We will also have a few other things people can play. Bring your instruments, drums,
noise makers, dancing feet, & voices to add to the blend of everyone making music together.
Thursday evening is kinda chill at Interfuse, so this seems like a great time to invite you to come
play with these new toys & get settled into a great burn. A fun & loose Jam Session at Love
Bubble! Feel free to bring chairs, drinks or snacks for yourself or to share, just be sure to not leave
any MOOP behind please.
Contact & after-movie discussion -- Space Camp
Movie Night: Contact starring Jodie Foster followed by discussion of its themes, ideas, science, &
social implications.
ONESIE 101 - toast & onsie dance party --Temple of SharkJesus
Slip into your favorite Onesie & join us at 1:01am (Thurday night/Friday early morning) for a toast
& dance party!
Deep Waters - dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
chillout r & b, "quiet storm" updated
Earth - sunrise dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Are you still up? are you an earlybird? Join us for a world music dj sunrise set
Morning Tea & Hangover Cure -- Ms Havisham's Home for Wayward Hippies
Come to morning tea at Ms H's! There shall be tea & coffee & cocoa, served with quick breads &
cakes--& some of TAFL's Finest cookies, of course! We may attempt crepes, too. Those in need
will be able to rehydrate & soothe their aching heads.
The Message -- Temple of SharkJesus
Intersection Awareness for your face.
HAF Presents: Skulls of Our Enemies -- Hard As Fuck
You know what's wrong with society today? No one drinks from the skulls of their enemies
anymore. Leave it to Hard As Fuck to fix this social snafu. We will be serving up bloody marys &
snacks BYO Skull.
Spray Paint Art Class for Kids -- Patch (Sean Schwendinger) @ Kidsville
Have you ever wondered how those artists in Vegas, New York & Springfield (MO) turn that mess
of spray paint into a masterpiece? Come learn what you need & how to do spray paint art. After
learning, apply your new-found skills on your own painting that you can take home from the burn
to enjoy for years to come!
Open Suspensions -- Plank Camp
Interfuse attendees will perform basic suspensions. Observers are welcome, but please be
respectful of the team & suspendees. This experience does involve piercing the flesh & there is
sometimes blood. It may not be suitable for all viewers.
TripHop dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
bouncy beats for a groovy afternoon
The Kitten Connection -- The Love Cats
Join the Love Cats in an experiment designed to help you make a few cozy kitten connections with
your fellow subjects. Ask & answer some questions... for fun & SCIENCE!
BWB Heartland Working Group Meet up at Interfuse! -- Britta & MissConception @
Centercamp Kitchen structure
Come brainstorm about the direction of the Heartland Burners Without Borders group!
Everyone welcome.
That Hillbilly Hoe Down -- THAT Camp
Bring your western gear & your boots. Replikant will be playing outlaw country & alt country while
the Sexi-Mexi will be serving bbq pork sliders to everyone. So, plan on dressing up & watching
burners modify the two step into something cool. Hosted by Shawn Caitlin

Fr 2p-4p

Fr 2p-4p

Fr 3p-4p

Fr 3p-5p
Fr 4p-5p

Fr 4p-5p
Fr 4p-6p

Fr 430p-530p
Fr 5p-6p

Fr 5p-6p

Fr 5p-8p
Fr 6p-7p

Fr 7p-8p
Fr 7p-9p

Spray Paint Art Class for Adults -- Patch (Sean Schwendinger) @ HOIR Island
Have you ever wondered how those artists in Vegas, New York & Springfield (MO) turn that mess
of spray paint into a masterpiece? Come learn what you need & how to do spray paint art. After
learning, apply your new-found skills on your own painting that you can take home from the burn
to enjoy for years to come!
SPARKS CRAFT HOUR (passport project) -- rubbish bubble Iowa camp
bring the SPARKS by for crafts & music all focused around them. we will be making recycled
plastic bottle jellyfish. bring a 20 Oz or bigger plastic bottle by camp & leave with a jellyfish. (we
will have a few bottles)
Story hour: Moths to the Flame -- Stacey & Zay / Kidsville
Stories help us honor & celebrate the diversity & commonality of human experience. Come tell a
story or just come listen to stories with your fellow burners. Have a funny, sad, inspiring or
outrageous true story to tell from your own life? Your fellow burners are eager to hear it! Stories
should be 10 minutes or less. No prep work required. Just tell a story from your own life. If you
want to tell a story, just put your name in the hat as you feel inspired.
Detroit House dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Soulful groves from Motor City
Fuzzy Stick Figure Sculpting -- Mauly Tinder Twigs / Kidsville
I'm coming over to Kidsville with a bunch of bendable fuzzy sticks to do a sculpting workshop. I will
be demonstrating how to make some simple stick figure toys out of them with plenty of open
sculpting time after.
Polyamory Round Table -- The Love Cats
Whether you are a long-time poly veteran, a new-comer, or just curious, join us at The Love Cats
for a moderated discussion of all things poly.
Derelicte Ball -- Camp Ladyfinger
Do you ever wonder if there's more to life than being really, really ridiculously good looking?
Neither do we!
Come strut your stuff in our ☆Trashion Show!☆ What's that? Trash Fashion = Trashion!
Put together your best outfit from upcycled/repurposed/trash & show it off on our runway! (Nonambiturners welcome.)
Challenge your best friends or biggest rivals to a round of break-dance fighting! ☆It's a Walk
Off!☆ Old school rules will be observed.
☆Blue Steel☆ contest with ☆Magnum☆ prize!
Special guests: ☆Mugatu☆☆Catinka☆☆Evil DJ☆
The bar will be open, so don't forget your cup! ☆So hot right now☆
Meditation Oasis --H.O.I.R. Island
Take a relaxation break with this guided meditation in HOIR Island's comfy cuddle cabin
Save the Mermaids! Conservation Talk -- Camp Dangerman
Mermaids have a tough job making sure our favorite waters stay beautiful, so come meet one &
learn more about how humans can help keep our oceans/lakes/rivers clean & how our small
actions can help protect our aquatic friends! Kids & adults will be able to take home a fun handout
& a souvenir along with all the cool facts they learn.
Poly Mingle -- The Love Cats
If you are looking for a bar as open as your relationship, look no further!! Afternoon get together
for all poly/poly-curious & otherwise non-monogamous people of Interfuse! Mingle even if you
aren't single & maybe meet a cutie or two!
Chillout with Hawk - dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Chillout with Hawk.... well, sort of chillout
Painting with Fire for Kids -- H.O.I.R Island
Similar to painting with watercolors, this form of painting uses a creative flair of blending colors,
but then is lit aflame to capture the image so it can be taken home. Due to limited supplies, this
will be a first come, first served event until supplies run out, & children will be given preference
What's in Retrograde & Why am I Angry? -- Space Camp
A discussion about celestial mechanics, planets, constellations, & how astronomy challenges
astrology. Can they live together in peace?
Happy Meowr: A Sex Positive Interactive Meet & Greet -- The Love Cats
-cocktail games
-house drinks- “hosts’ fave”
-table discussions with shots
-positively sexy & cat related trivia

Fr 7p-11p

Fr 730p-9p
Fr 730p-1159p

Fr 8p-10p
Fr 10p-1a

Sa 1201a-2a
Sa 5a-10a
Sa 9a-noon

Sa ALL DAY

Sa 10a-11a
Sa 10a-11a
Sa 11a-noon

Sa 11a-1230p

Sa 11a-1230p

Sa 11a-1230p
Sa 11a-1p

Sa
1130a-130p

Sa noon-1p

New Versailles 2nd Annual Assquerade Ball "Rock Me Amadeus!" -- New Versailles
Whoop it up in the dignified aristocratic company of New Versailles! We got free champagne &
fancy Whores D’oeuvres served to you off silver platters by elegant waitstaff in Assless chaps!!
And if that runs out, well, we got this here cake!! Get yourself done up proper in your best court
habiliments... assless or not…. don’t forget your wig! Whooooo LA LA!!!
"Dirty Little Band" Live Music & Margaritas -- THAT Camp
Live treats for your ears & bellies.
Hosted by Alixcia, Geoffrey, & Father Bear. Cocktails provided by Ethan.
Fried Food & Fire Spins -- H.O.I.R Island
Enjoy fried veggies dipped in panko & either watch & enjoy HOIR’s own fire spinners, or bring
your own toys & join in on the fun!
Flashbacks: Remember the 90s? - dj set --Temple of SharkJesus
Remember the 90s?
Night Sky Viewing -- Space Camp @ Center Circle
Look through a telescope at celestial sights. Find the Spring constellations. Bring blankets & enjoy
a night under the stars.
Dance Church Vol. 1 - dj set --Temple of SharkJesus
Morning Cuddles -- The Love Cats
Come join The Love Cats for platonic cuddles in a safe, comfy environment.
Kokopelli's Pancakes Are Art -- Center Camp Shelter
Part performance Art, all Edible Art! Unique pancakes made to order & The Best Coffee in The
World! When the bagpipes sound Amazing Grace, it's on!
The Floor is Lava! -- HOIR Island
Deep in the heart of HOIR Island, the Triple Peaks are making some strange noises! Known to the
locals as Mount Heronabed, Mount Meondaflor, & Mount Himonachair, the Triple Peaks of HOIR
Island have moaned & groaned their way to a big eruption! And what a mess theyâ€™ve made,
from the heights of the jungle, to Kamanaiwanaleia Bay. Can you traverse the hot lava pools
across the Island? Grass is good, hot is not! All day, all ages, Saturday at HOIR Island
Rocket Build & Fly 1: Build It! -- Space Camp
Bring your rocket kits & building supplies to Space Camp for a one-hour build session.
Naked Ballet Class -- H.O.I.R. Island
We'll kiiiiiiick, & stretch, & twirl, & kick. Bare as you dare--it's Naked Ballet Class! Participation
required; tutus encouraged. Beginners welcome! Clothing optional
Captain Cupcake's Yoga Booty Session --Ladyfinger
A flower power themed yoga session with the Ladyfingers focused on stretching & strengthening
your hiney to build glorious glutes & happy hamstrings. Located at Get Down Town, near the Altar
of Booty & the Ladyfinger Lotus. Bring your yoga mat/towel/blanket. Limited mats provided.
Flower power attire encouraged.
A Hair of the Dog -- Camp Gypsy Daisy
Enjoy Hot Dogs & Micheladas - Mama Gypsies cure for hangovers. There will also be apple juice
for those too young to drink or those with better judgement.
**Michelada= Beer, tomato juice, splash of hot sauce & lime**
"Share a Magical Mimoment" Mimosa Bar -- Camp Dangerman
Are you in search of a meaningful mimoment? Come make one with Camp Dangerman at our
mimosa bar! Share a mimoment with us & new friends, & maybe walk away with some boozy fruit
to boot. (Most creative mimosa idea will be brought back next year for future boozy brunchers to
enjoy so start planning now!)
Weir'd Brews & Bites -- Candlelight
Do you like craft beer & food? Does it make you happy when they go together? Come enjoy a
beer & food pairing. Mid- to low- brow food offerings & craft beer.
Rise Up Kiddie Moop Parade -- Kidsville/Shannon Hartnett
Rise up against MOOP! Rise up for recycling & re-use! Rise & shine for a fun & educational March
around camp to take a stand against MOOP & for our Earth! Crafts & snacks provided.
Booty Shorts & Brunch -- THAT Camp.
Hosted by Shagrin. Bloody Mary Buffet provided by Lisa Crum. Live Music by "Dirty Little Rock
Band. Booties provided by YOU! Throw on those booty shorts & bring a brunch item to share.
Let's brunch & get a lil weird. While you are at it, the FWED Chapel will be open & eager to fwed
you, your pal & your booties. *Pictures also provided*
Hair Brush Aroma Therapy -- H.O.I.R Island
Bring your hairbrush & join in our aromatherapy circle as we brush each otherâ€™s hair

Sa noon-1p

Sa noon-2p
Sa noon-2p

Sa noon-230p
Sa noon-3p

Sa 1p
Sa 1p-130p

Sa 1p-2p

Sa 1p-2p

Sa 1p-3p

Sa 1p-3p

Sa 2p-330p
Sa 2p-4p
Sa 2p-4p

Sa 3p
Sa 3p-4p
Sa 3p-5p

Tour de IFart -- Starts at Ladyfinger, ends at the IFart Cannon
Every year do you look at your friends' photos & hear their post burn stories & say "how the f*uck
did I miss THAT?!" Well, this year that won't be you because you won't miss a thing when you join
us for the 1st Annual IFart Tour. Come on our guided art tour while riding in a fleet of the finest art
cars InterFuse has to offer!
Adventure Jams - dj set --Temple of SharkJesus
Bring your raiding party on a quest for the One!
Annual art raffle -- rubbish bubble Iowa camp
the annual interfuse art raffle will be held on Saturday at 12:00 noon. came grab a raffle tickets
right before the raffle. if you have art to donate please bring it by rubbish bubble before noon on
Saturday. we call out numbers til all the art has new owners. directly after the raffle is the adult
passport project.
Face Painting -- SkinLab
Need some face paint to add to your fabulous costume? Stop by SkinLab & we'll fix you up!
Team Exhibition Suspensions -- Plank Camp
Members of the Plank team will perform exhibition suspensions. Observers are welcome, but
please be respectful of the team & suspendees. This experience does involve piercing the flesh &
there is sometimes blood. It may not be suitable for all viewers.
Let's Grow Mushrooms! -- Space Camp
Flesh Marinade - exfoliation treatment workshop -- Temple of SharkJesus
Join us for a mud, white sand, saltwater, & essential oil body scrub workshop! We are bringing
the marinade* you just need to bring your flesh ;-) Anoint yourself or bring a friend(s).
(* we are not wormfood just yet, so let’s keep our meatsuits tasty while we can)
Pixie Dragon Staff Workshop -- KidsVille
We have constructed six pixie dragon staves that we would like to share with all the Sparks or
Sparks at heart. This workshop is meant to be a fun jam time where the little ones can get a feel
for a very addictive flow art. We will provide some easy to learn maneuver training, as well as tips
for constructing your own affordable, durable staff. Impress us with some natural moves & we may
just hook you up with your own!
Rocket Build & Fly 2: Fly It! -- Space Camp @ Center Circle
Launch the rockets your built-in Part 1 or bring your own to fly. Remember to bring your engines,
wadding, & prepare to learn about flight range safety.
Mythical creature bi visibility meet & greet -- Plank camp @ Effigy field
Many people don't believe multisexual people exist so dress as your favorite mythical creature &
let's all represent. Come meet & greet all the bi & pan people in our community. We'll have purple
people punch & some snack foods. There might even be a flying mermaid.
Rockets part 2: Fly It! -- Space Camp @ Center Circle
Weather permitting, come fly the rockets your built in our morning session or bring one you
already made. We will discuss rocket flight safety before launch. All applicable NAR guidelines will
be observed.
Red Dress Run -- Ladyfinger
Everyone wears a red dress, drinks, has fun. Expect a pub crawl around camp with entertainment
from members of the Hash House Harriers. (We sing & are super funny.)
Hip City - dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Bumping b-sides, big beats & some throwbacks... not your neighbors hip hop set ;-)
Pussy dicking around in Iowa (adult passport project) -- rubbish bubble Iowa camp
stop by camp to cut out & decorate recycled cardboard penis & vaginas. if you have cardboard
laying around at your camp bring a piece down (we will have a few already cut out) & leave with a
private part.
Ranger/Safety meeting -- Effigy
If you want to be a sandman, talk to Ranger Lead Swish
Cats in Heat --The Love Cats
A Live Sex Show! 18+ ONLY! Space is limited! Please arrive early to get a seat!
Tempest in a Teapot Bad Poetry High Tea -- New Versailles
Bring your Muse & & pen some exquisite verses of bad poetry! And if your muse allows it, recite
your lyrical composition through our fabled bullhorn! Fancy & tawdry teas of all kinds await as do
canapés, sandwiches & other delightful afternoon fare! Join us for High Tea & let your genius be
remembered through the ages.

Sa 3p-6p

Sa 330p-430p

Sa 330p-430p
Sa 4p-6p

Sa 4p-6p
Sa 5p-530p

Sa 5p-6p

Sa 6p-7p
Sa 6p-730p
Sa 6p-8p

Sa 830p
Sa 10p
Sa 10p-1159p
Su 1201a-2a
Su 5a-7a
Su 9a-11a
Su noon-2p

Henna Adornment -- SkinLab
Experience wonders of a millennia old medium & relish in the meditative application of henna.
Handmade cones with homemade recipe will also be available for you to adorn yourself & your
friends.
The Art of Hemp Jewelry -- H.O.I.R Island
Learn how to tie knots in pretty patterns around glass, metal, wood, & plastic with hemp & impress
your friends!
Sock Hop & Root Beer Floats -- THAT Camp
Root Beer Floats! Amazing jams! Socks! Hopping Hosted by Josh Luttrell
Becky & Ryan's Big Adventure Wedding Party -- The Chill Dome
Come share the love with Ryan & Becky at the Chill Dome to celebrate our upcoming wedding.
There will be delicious refreshments!
Chicago Footwork - dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Future House from Chiraq
The 13th Annual Nude Relay – Hosted by Chase in the RED ZONE
They said it couldn't be done. They said it wouldn't be done. Eat a dick, naysayers, because we're
back for yet another year. THAT IS 13 YEARS nude RUNNING. In addition to the difficulty
inherent in passing off an Astroglide-soaked (decommodify this -- I want that Larry Harvey money)
double-ender, you'll also have to jump hurdles over small children that are ruining your vacation
while keeping your genitals covered. I MEAN SERIOUSLY PEOPLE. If those parents out there
couldn’t keep their dicks in their pants, WHY SHOULD YOU?! Dil-don't? Nah, dil-DO.
All you need to do is show up in the 18+ area (so, I guess I was joking about those child hurdles,
but I'm thinking I'm on to something for next year). We'll work out the rest. Bring your shoes & a
smile, because that’s all you’re going to be wearing as you pay homage to the nude relayers of
yesteryear. Only one team can bring home the glory. And remember folks, you can’t spell
“WINNER” without “NUDE RUNNING”.
Why Should We Keep Going? -- Space Camp
What drives our thirst for the exploration of space? What do we get from it? What are the next
steps? Is it still worth doing?
Communion of SharkJesus --Temple of SharkJesus
Join us for loaves & fishes, reggae music, & a brief homily delivered by our beloved Reggae Shark
Priest. Get your vibes right before we stroll to the temple burn.
Whaaaat?! Kid's Variety Show -- @ Center Camp
Come join performers from all over interfuse for a circus & variety show at 6 p.m. on Burn night!
Dare or Double Dare & Mojito Bar -- THAT Camp
What happens behind closed curtains & THAT camp, stays behind closed curtains....
This year we are stepping up the werid & sexy! Pick a Dare or pick a Double Dare. Don't like it?
Scared? That's ok, take a shot! Spectators will be shamed. Seriously Shamed. Hosted by Shargin.
Mojito's Provided by Ethan.
Temple Burn
Shhhhhhh!
Effigy Burn )’(
Time is subject to change.
Big Room - dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Trap & EDM
Dance Church Vol.2 - dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Dance Church Vol.2 - dj set
SharkShankRedemtion - sunrise dj set -- Temple of SharkJesus
Join us to celebrate the last dawn of Interfuse. Bring your dancing shoes/boots/feet ;-)
Future Funk -- Temple of SharkJesus
The Smackdown for your packdown
Slow Jam Sunday: Love Mix -- Temple of SharkJesus
Did you meet someone new? rekindle an old flame? celebrating the special person/people in your
heart? Say a sweet farewell with us... say it with a slow dance. Get all up in your fe-fe's with
tender grooves that set the mood ;-) SharkJesus campmates will be around, getting down while
breaking down, &, available for free hugs ;-)

ART
Barbie Jeep
Sara Glass & Johnnie Elliott
Circular Perspectives
Luke Henriksen
Tooth Fairy Apothecary
Sara Glass & Michael
Ngarimu
Flesh Hook Suspensions
Eric Mezzanotte, Star
Mezzanotte, McKenna
Pierce & Amanda Frevert

The Lounge of Sound
Jamon Kimbrough
Steampunk bar & infinity
mirror display
Chris Bowman

A suped-up barbie jeep to keep things moving around Interfuse!
Bicycle chakra domes providing space for alternate perspectives, connection, & relaxation in the
midst of our effigy while simultaneously creating a sacred space through our combined energies, &
the inherent power of the circle.
Find the tooth fairy's apothecary on Friday & Saturday for all your tooth brushing & refreshing needs!
MissConception will have balms, tinctures & of course, teeth brushing equipment so we can all stay
on top of our game!
Plank Camp will be doing suspension &/or hook pulls to those who are interested in trying the
experience. Thursday evening team members will be doing demos, Friday during the day we'll be
doing open suspensions. In order to suspend a person must be in good physical health & absolutely
must be sober. Saturday during the day, team members will be doing exhibition performances.
Suspension is a highly spiritual & emotional experience. We invite anyone interested to come watch &
share the energy. Fair warning: this practice does involve piercing the skin & could be upsetting to
people who are sensitive to the sight of blood.
Journey to the land of bubbly, where music is provided with the slurps of fine teas & a stage awaits
the bard whom is worthy. Join us, sit down, come refine your sensory palate within the Lounge of
Sound.
Skinlab's modular infinity mirror box display where there will be 7 shadow box style elevated infinity
mirrors displaying different colored lights to creating an illusion of an infinite string of lights. This
installation will also provide attractive, reflective surfaces during the day, to be used for anything from
simple gazing, to photographic opportunities
It's an Altar...of Booty. That is all.

Altar of the Booty
Hilary Matney & Ladyfingers
Bisexuality Visibility
When you are monosexual it is easy for people to identify your sexuality based on the gender of your
Project
partner. As a bisexual or pansexual person it's difficult to represent without just announcing your
Shannon Mezzanotte
sexuality to everyone. In an effort to help the multisexual people be seen, there is the Bi Visibility
Project. Here in the safe space of interfuse multisexuals are encouraged to take & wear the bracelet.
Use it to connect with other multisexuals or start conversations about sexuality in general. Let's all
wear them burn night & represent!
Yggdrasil: The World's
Yggdrasil is the world’s tree from the Norse stories of the Vikings. It connects the world of people with
Tree
the worlds of the dead, the Asir & Wanes or Norse gods, Giants of frost & fire, elves, & dwarves. It
Matthew Hall
speaks to the principles associated with expression & inclusion since each world expresses
something different & it includes them all in its branches & roots.
The Pussy Wagon
Take a step back in time & get wet in our pussy wagon! Camp PoonJammer will offer free rides &
Joshua Smothers, Preston
drinks, as well as honky tonk tunes when you climb into our old western style covered wagon!
Rodgers & Zackary Koch
Covered in what, you ask?! Covered in major labia! Our wagon will make you feel like you're in your
first apartment all over again. So come join us & have a rootin'-tootin' time in a big ol' mobile vagina!
Chroma Dome of Nomad
The Chroma-Dome, a geodesic dome filled with chromadepth reactive art & lighting for you to enjoy.
Camp
We will be handing out complimentary chromadepth glasses for you to keep & explore your world
Drew Perry, Matt Schnettler, with. While you are immersed in the fantastical swirl of 3-D colors we will be soothing your ears & soul
Brendan Sullivan
with a variety of chill music during the day & intricate, pulsating bass grooves at night. Make sure not
to MOOP your chromadepth glasses! Find us at Camp Nomad all weekend!
Passport Book
Participating theme camps will be listed in a document that will be circulated electronically prior to
Shannon Mezzanotte
Interfuse. Print your own & a few extras to gift. (A limited number may be available at the event.)
Every camp listed in the book will have an activity which can be completed for a stamp. It's a fun way
to participate with various camps. Can you collect all the stamps? Afterward, take your passport back
to default to remind you of your experiences & help explain the magic of Interfuse to family & friends.
Flame poofer stripper pole Flashy lights, spinny pole, pretty girls (& boys).
Joel Chrisman & his cats
Don't Press This
Push the button or don't push the button the decision is yours..... but we know you can't resist pushing
Joel Chrisman Button
the big red button......
LED Water Bottle Lanterns Something in the energy given off by the burners of Camp Interrobang attracts the mysterious glowing
Kerry Lindner
burn fairies. Venture into the woods after dark & look for the lights of the Interfuse tree fairies.
THAT Camp Sound System We appreciate the communities support to upgrade the rig for THAT Camp, a home for live music,
Upgrade
DJs, events & more. We've doubled our sound, & combined the resources of several camps to bring a
Jeremy Gaston
premier event space with a variety of acts & events.
Camp Moist Hanging
Multi-purpose acrylic cubes, filled with water, trinkets, color & light. Furniture, decoration, construction
Plexiglass Square Deco
material...Camp Moist knows how to repurpose & reuse!
Jeremiah Nitzschke
When Moist Attacks
From the darkest depths to the edges of the galaxy - glowing tentacles of the kraken rise from below
Heather Mitchell
to take on the little green man )'( & his spaced out whip. It's a battle for the evolutionary ages: will we
sink or evolve?
Future Sailors Boat Bike
A boat pulled by a trike with booze & water in it. Enough said.
Marisa Avery Boles

Da Vinci Inspired Bar Art
Car (The Shade Whore)

The Shade Whore is a Da Vinci inspired art car, shade structure & on special occasions a mobile bar.
Come hang out in our shade (non-WinterFuse permitting!) & dance on our front spinning bar!
John DiMartino, Brandon Kielisch & Caleigh Conn
Jellyfish Expansion
Come make a wish, & watch these jellyfish. Lay out in the day, & watch some jellies sway. Or come at
night & enjoy their bright light. (An expansion of the Jellyfish Honorarium this year.
Hollie Hermes, Kristen Stecklein & Jessica Stelladoor
Trippy Sunflowers
This giant brightly colored flower is something for your eyes to devour. Might be trippy, but not
Hollie Hermes
necessarily for the hippies. Getting a closer look may be unwise, considering the whole thing is
covered in eyes.
School of Fish
The school of fish is nothing to miss. swimming, swirling, spiraling; these fish are inspiring.
Hollie Hermes, Bryan Hall, Kristen Stecklein & Jessica Stelladoor
Disco Wall
Not a ball, a wall. A large wall of mind melting shimmer. Reflecting lights making them glimmer.
Hollie Hermes & Jessica Stelladoor
Spordrobe Infrastructure
Spordrobe is a gifting costume closet in the spirit of the Burning Man principal of a gifting economy.
Upgrades
We offer gifted clothes, hats, shoes, & other wearables to all of InterFuse.
Steve Struemph
"Give what you can, take what you need." In other words, all InterFuse attendees are welcome at the
Spordrobe. Find something you love? Take it home or re-gift it! Donations: Fun & functional clothing &
accessories are welcome & accepted any time during InterFuse (no regular street clothes please). We
encourage participation in this community project!
Spray paint art class
Have you ever wondered how those artists in Vegas, New York & Springfield (MO) turn that mess of
Sean Schwendinger
spray paint into a masterpiece? Come learn what you need & how to do spray paint art. After
learning, apply your new-found skills on your own painting that you can take home from the burn to
enjoy for years to come!
Love Bubble camp
Welcome to Love Bubble, a magical camp dedicated to the fun of making & watching bubbles. Come
upgrades
make giant bubbles, day or night, or even get right inside of one! Paint yourself or each other with our
Ronald Neal "Chuck"
many black light paints, make back light art if you wish. This year we will have a new over-the-top
bubble toy. It's a wall. A bubble wall, & it's bubbles will be the best bubbles. 50 square feet of web
made of several sizes of yarn & string. In a moderate wind it should produce dozens, maybe
hundreds, of bubbles per dip. All on a base & a pivot, so it can be turned to catch the wind.
Sacred Shamanic Lodge & Shamanic Lodge & Sacred Symbols Cave Art Experience will be at the Thumbpen (near Camp
collaborative Cave Art
LadyFinger). Journey within & experience existence as a sacred being. Her Shamanic Wildness will
Wildy Self
invite you to explore a sacred space filled with magical materials able to manifest sounds & sights
resonant with your inner self & feel at one with the universe.
Free Range Disco
The Oklahomies FreeRange Disco is similar to a silent disco except, participants are encouraged to
Paula Nicoloff
move freely throughout the property while enjoying music broadcast from participating sound camps,
story camps or, broadcast camps of any kind.
LED Sociological
What's better than 1 LED? Hundreds of LEDs. What's better than that? One live baby at the bottom
Programming Experience trying to eat its way to the top. This project is a matrix of hundreds of individually addressable RGB
Chase Cookson Jason
LEDs, designed to dance, play, & stimulate the viewer. It's as much an act of self-exploration & willing
Deraneck
ourselves to understand the project as it is a piece of art.
What's at Stake?
An adult playground that contains various playground installations, each made using recycled tires.
Holly Essner, Josh Lynn &
Each installation will represent a group or ideal that is at stake with the new presidency.
Brian Bourbon
Hoedown & Food
That! Camp will be hosting the Hillbilly Hoedown!
Shawn Catlin
bring your western gear & your boots. Replikant will be playing outlaw country & alt country while the
Sexi-Mexi will be serving bbq pork sliders to everyone. So plan on dressing up & watching burners
modify the two step into something cool.
THAT Fwed Chapel
Friend+Wedding=Fwedding. THAT Fwed Chapel provides a charming, unique & intimate place for
Leah Margolis, Jennifer
fweddings. Exchange vows & confess your feels to your friend(s). Pre- written vows will be available
Riecks
at THAT Fwed Chapel for you to use at anytime. Please feel free to write/create your own vows.
Lindsey Moon & Susan
When your Fwedding is complete, please free to exchange a provided friendship bracelet (fweddship
Bondelid
bracelet) with your new Fwed. THAT Fwed Chapel will be available to use 24 hours per day at THAT
Camp. We will announce selected times during the burn that one of the Fwed Chapel "Dreamer/Doer"
team member(s) will be at the Fwed Chapel to help officiate your Fwedding & provide you with a
picture of your fwedding for you to keep.
Red Dress Run
Red Dress Run (RDR). Join the Hash House Harriers (H3) at camp Ladyfinger Saturday May 6th
George Stevenson & Scott
2p.m. for the first Interfuse RDR. H3 is the running group with a drinking problem. Running is
Wendling
discouraged. RDR's are a thirty-year tradition; red dresses are mandatory. If you forget yours we will
have some at camp. Come early to be fitted. Expect to drink heavily & be entertained. On-On. Fear of
Clothing; CoMotion

The Anti-Church
Lizzie Bryan & Ladyfingers

The Temple of SharkJesus
Matthew Gard, Jeremy Ivy &
David Hollaran

Debauchery: excessive indulgence in sensual pleasures. Welcome to the Ladyfingers devilish
playground. Worship in our statuesque pyramid adorned with a metal lotus flower that shoots fire
flanked by our sun ray diety crowns. White tulle & random recycled materials drape your "anti-church"
to create a space for worship, dancing, depravity & sacrifice. Housed inside are couches where there
will be much lounging & feeding of grapes & wine. This anti-church will also shelter The Altar of
Booty, the Ladyfinger bar, The Trash Walk Off runway & sound. At night your "non-church" will be
illuminated in red along with fire torches that surround it & lead you to our Shaman Cave AKA
Thumbpen.
The Temple of Shark Jesus brings you an immersive underwater themed dance experience & sound
camp with a Sharky influence. His Biteyness is with us. He died for our fins. A Dance Church playing
a diverse & artfully curated selection of music from around the world. Three friends have joined forces
to bring a new sound camp to Interfuse this year:
Super Happy Phun Photos, an interactive photo booth with recycled/upcycled props & costume items.
A place to turn old things into new memories.
Camp MOIST is an otherworldly, underwater wonderland. Come experience a colorful, texture filled
art installation that will excite all of your senses & transport you to another dimension.

Super Happy Phun Photos
Jeremy Snyder & Lisa Crum
Camp Moist Coral Reef
Upcycle
Nichole Hobbs
Moonshine Bar
That! camp will be hosting the Show n Shine bar for the second year. We are expanding it to start
Shawn Catlin & Jose
Thursday, & go until we run out. (ya right) If you somehow missed us last year, we will have
Mendez
handcrafted Apple Pie, Peach Pie, Cherry Limeade, Lemon Drop, Mandarin Orange, Rise n Shine
(Sumatra Coffeeshine coldbrew), & Pickleshine. Who knows, I may make something new between
then & now. You come to the bar, show whatever skin you are comfortable with showing, get a shot.
Everyone wins!
Date Night Tent
Is it late? Are you hungry? Do you thirst for a refreshing beer? Do you need a quite place to chill for a
Ben Gurwell, Brian
bit before hitting the circuit? Do you need more fucking candles in your life? Well look no further than
Misenhelter & Kim Gardner the big white candle-lit hut in the Quiet Camping Area to recharge your batteries before hitting the
party. We will be offering homemade burgers, brauts, fondue & pancakes every night from midnight to
3AM, possibly later. We may be out at earlier times, but we are always happy to share our beer &
food any time & love surprise guests! In addition, our friend & craft beer brewing professional
PoisonCandy will be hosting a bitter & sour beer tasting with food pairing at our camp on Sat, 3PM.
Hair cuts & hair pieces
Creative handmade dreadlocks extensions & clip in extensions. Come see me to get colorful &
Ginny Lichtenauer
textural hair additions for your pleasure! Will be available daily from1-3 at Camp Moist.
Smoke & Eggs
Extraterrestrial Egg Sacs: Large, alien eggs. Have they hatched or are they soon to hatch? Come to
Jeremiah Nitzschke
Camp Moist to find out!
Shadow Self Expression
Abandon your insecurities & discover YOU are the gift! A shadow screen theater, dance or perform
Shawn Summers / Angie
with props inside the affirming environment. Your shadow art is displayed to fellow burners in the
Summers
sound dome at That Camp. We will have some props available, shadow performers are encouraged
to bring their own as well. Open from dusk to dawn every night.
Capn Nemo's Flaming
Capn Nemo's is an interactive flaming carnival! We'll have our unique, Chicago-style "Midway"
Carnival
experience, with interactive games & tasty treats. Oh, & fire - we promise, we'll have fire.
Neil Verplank, Ron Sheely, Andrea North, Shirley Meyers, James Villapando & Blake Kuralt
Circus Frame
A life size picture frame participants can use for framing your crazy...whaaaat?!
Paul Salierno
Toxic Waste Table Tops
Our bar tables are full of repurposed toxic waste! Or, they look like it, anyway. Come play with our
Katherine Catlin & Jeremiah table tops. You can squish the lovely toxic waste safely sandwiched inside acrylic, for literally minutes
Loder
of fun. Be sure to come back day & night to see the lovely lighting we’re using to make the toxic waste
experience really special.
Teen hangout space
Sporgasm Light is a space where teenagers can chill & express their creativity without the stress of
Regina Hartleip-Pinto
an adult breathing down their necks. Although anyone is welcome to checkout our camp, only ages
13-17 are welcome to stay, unless it's during our all age body positivity work shop. We will have an
adult on walki talki access at all times. Within our camp there shall be drinks, games, adult coloring
books, body or face painting, & step outside for the all ages hula hoop making.
Tentacle Hammocks
Come experience the aquatic hammock at camp Moist & let our tentacles lull you into a peaceful
James Pillatzke
slumber any time, day or night. Come check out the art sculpture of the Kraken holding a hammock
for you to be able to rest & relax in. This adds visual stimulation to our camp.
Hula Hoop making station Get your hoop on at Sporgasm's Hula Hoop Making Station! Follow the signs that take you through
Jill Wren, Kevin Wren &
the steps to make your own hula hoop - or make one for someone else, just don't MOOP it - it's your
Sharon Quinn
responsibility now!
Team Rachet Dome 2.0
The Dome 2.0 is a metal geodesic dome designed to be the centerpiece in a complex of domes &
Kevin Gunn, Lacey McCall, other various structures that make up Camp EZ. It will function as our sound stage, dance floor,
Bobcat Buser, Sven
shelter, & static system for hanging humans from hooks (as well as the occasional swing or silk). This
McDaniel & Ashra Bison
dome is not meant to be climbed on, as its outside is covered with individually addressable, multicolor
LEDs...however, you can still interact with (2.0) in a special way. A 'three-dimensional' MIDI controller
inside the dome will allow the User to control the algorithm that produces patterns on the LEDs
covering (2.0). Any change in the (x,y) coordinates on a button, as well as the velocity, of a User
playing this "instrument" will correspond to a change in the Domes outer lightscape. So we suggest
you come take a look, at night...come find it in the heart of the Red Light district.

The Land of Whim (Ghost
Ship Memorial)
Jennifer Karle, Jeremy
Gaston, Leah Margolis,
Lindsey Moon & Nathan
Kueste
Dream within a Dream
Scott Hopkins
Spice Pirates
Jenny Evans, Mike Evans,
Chuck Russell & Tanya
Russell
Pythia (the Oracle at
Delphi)
Destiny Augustine & Leland
Drexler-Russell
Camp Moist tent art walls
Hollie Hermes, Jessica
Stelladoor & Johnny Carcaz
Black Box Cooking
Competition
Josh Luttrell, Jen Karle &
Jeremy Gaston
MonstroCity
Kristin Wicklund & Edward
Tajchman
Grasp (glowing tusks)
Leland Drexler-Russell &
Destiny Augustine
Roarin & the Ladyfingers
Spanking Station
Lauren Seabaugh
Transmyth 9
EricTaylor

Chaos Cube
Amanda Grooms, Jacob
Bigus & Daniel Donovan

What would you do if anything was possible? If you could have any dream be truth at your very
whim? The Land of Whim, an interacts art piece, asks us just that. This piece is designed around the
art of Jsun McCarty. It is created to honor the beauty he saw & created in this world, & asks you the
participant to leave your own words or art behind on its wall of whims. It also serves as a memorial to
Jsun, & the 35 other souls lost in the Ghostship fire. Come visit at night also to see paintings &
drawings by Jsun projected on to the piece.
You'll just have to wait & see......this flaming waterfall.
In the spirit of Burning Man, the “radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual
or group.” The Spice Pirates Camp shares their self-expression as original consumable art in the form
of savory cuisine developed by our creative, amateur chefs. In the spirit of gifting & sharing, our art is
presented as food samples created at the event & served periodically to attendees during the
weekend. The recipes are developed by our own chefs.
Pythia is all knowing; all seeing. She answers the questions that you dare not speak aloud, whether
or not you truly want to know the answer. Be wary stepping into her domain, lest the contents of your
soul be bared. Stare into the never-ending lights that make up her eye at the top of the moist dome, &
see if you walk away unscathed.
Let's be frank, we are trying to turn this tent into a tank. To get the fully submerged feel, I'm making
the place truly surreal. Boxed in like frosted glass, not something you can bypass.
Test your cooking, creativity, & ingenuity against other burners! Each participant will receive a box
containing a set of ingredients which you will use to construct a culinary masterpiece or disasterpiece.
The only requirement is that you use all the ingredients. Your creation will then be judged on taste,
creativity, use of the ingredient, & maybe some other random criteria.
At MonstroCity be inspired to create by visiting mythical beasts that light up the night! We will eat you
up & dance under the moonlight. Monsters can be fearful, frightening, & scary. They can also help us
face our fears & bring out our playful, wild side. These beastly visions become reflections of ourselves
as we delve deeper into the realm of frolic, mystery & wonder.
Four glowing tusks surrounding the Moist sound dome resembling beastly fingers clenching a
massive eye. Grasp creates the opening scene, welcoming guests to Moist. This project will be part of
a greater collective effort to build Moist in the vision of a surreal otherworldly dimension.
Have you been bad? Have you been very bad? Come be punished at the Ladyfinger Spanking
Station. Choose from a variety of spanking tools for your spanking punishment ... or pleasure. There
just might be surprise host spankers ...
"‘Transmyth 9’ consists of a standard drafting table desk drawer. The bottom of the drawer has been
removed & replaced with a piece of frosted glass. It is then filled with twenty pounds of wax &
attached to a light box. The custom built light box utilizes eight one hundred watt light bulbs that melt
the wax over a period of several hours. The light box is lined with aluminum to aid in diffusing the light
& heat. Computer cooling fans are also in the light box to help circulate air through vents placed at the
top & bottom of the light box. Transmyth 9 can be seen both Friday & Saturday night.
Current festival culture is beginning to include art as a focus, but it is often stationary art that is
viewed once or twice as festival goers pass it by. Chaos Cube invites participants to experience it
several times over the weekend through workshops & participation, integrating Chaos Cube as a part
of the participant's festival experience rather than a photo op for social media. Chaos Cube explores
the concept that art isn't just a piece of stationary media, but that art is also the ideas that we
generate as a community. We inspire each other through discussion & collaboration. The art of The
Cube is that is a place where ideas are created & discussed. Those ideas can be literally painted on
the walls of Chaos Cube, but they can also be taken home & used to create more art back home.
Creating a temple space brings a respite to the chaos of a festival. There is no specific spirituality tied
to the altar & Chaos Cube, but intentionally providing a space for spiritual centering at a festival is
important. Part of being human is the desire to believe in something greater than ourselves, even if
that belief is in science itself rather than a prescribed deity or set of deities. Art is spiritual. It moves
something inside of us, leaving us in awe for a moment. Chaos Cube allows the participants to use
the altar in whichever way they see fit. We want participants to leave The Cube inspired. Not just by
the massive structure itself, but by the concept that art is living & breathing in all humans, & it doesn't
always look like a painting or sculpture. Radical self-expression comes in all forms, & it is truly
beautiful, no matter what form it takes.

HONORARIUMS
Dragon Rider
Johnnie Elliott, Darren
Geisinger & Bridgett Bowie
Jellyfish Fields
Hollie Hermes
Morning Glory
Leland Drexler-Russell

TEMPLE
The Temple of Self
Nathan Keuster

There's a flicker in the night, in the distance a flash of color, a puff of smoke, electric eyes. The
dragon has come to Interfuse!!! His electric teeth ignite his breath, shooting bouts of fire far overhead
of the crowd. His scales glow as the light dances off them. The dragon master riding his trusty friend
to insure no one falls victim to our rambunctious dragon.
Come make a wish, & watch these jellyfish. Lay out in the day, & watch some jellies sway. Or come at
night & enjoy their bright light.
Morning Glory combines animatronic technology, solar power, nature & art, to create a floral sculpture
that opens & closes with the sun each day. This project explores the intersection of nature &
technology, resembling a simple LED lit flower bud at night & opens with the dawn to reveal a network
of levers, motors, solar panels, & wires.
The Temple of Self is the official temple for Interfuse 2017. Its shape is a white-walled octagon atop a
2-step platform featuring 4 arched entrances. Each entrance has a name. Shame, Fear, Grief, &
Rage. A plaque will sit outside the perimeter of each entrance providing guidance. As a participant,
you are encouraged to set an intention, choose an entrance, & ascend the stairs to enter (a handicap
ramp will be setup nearby that can adapt a set of stairs for wheelchair entry). Once inside, you will be
greeted by a familiar face & your journey will begin. While the Temple of Self has its own intentional
track of personal discovery, this temple is also the opportunity for the radical self-expression of your
inner-self here at Interfuse. It is our sacred space. It holds the vulnerable parts of ourselves & offers a
canvas on which to share them with this community. This year, the temple's burn ceremony will occur
Saturday prior to the effigy burn.
This Front Gate Handout was created with love
(EVEN THOUGH A FEW TIMES I THOUGHT I WAS GOING TO LOSE MY FUCKING MIND)
I hope you have a most magical journey )’(
Your pal, irONic
April 2017

IF’17 FGH EVENTS addendum
Th Fr Sa Su
ALL DAY
Th Fr Sa
à 8a-11a
Su 8a-10a
Th 130p-2p
Fr 130p-2p
Th 2p
Fr 2p
Sa noon
Th 4p-545p

Th Fr Sa
à 4p-5p
Th 8p
Th 9p-630a
Fr 10a

Fr noon-3p
Fr 1p-3p
Sa 1p-3p
Fr
311p-511p
Fr 6p
Fr 830p

Fr 9p-1159p
Fr 9p-630a
Sa
midnt-230a
Sa 1p-230p

Sa 2p-3p
Sa 3p
Sa 4p-6p

Sa 11p-630a

Dress Up Party! -- Spordrobe
Spordrobe is a gifting costume boutique open 24/7(4). We accept fun costume donations & all of our costumes are
free! You don't have to donate to take & you don't have to take if you donate. Come get dressed up with us!
StarFucks Coffee -- Strumpets & Crumpets Incorporated
Morning Coffee & Cakes start your day off right
Ranger on-site training -- Ranger HQ
First time ranger? Come on down!
Ice Cream social -- Spice Pirates
Come get some hand-cranked Ice Cream! Come early to help crank out the frozen goodness! Thursday & Friday will
be Nut Free for those with allergies. Saturday's ice cream will include nuts.
SPARK Your Creativity Painting Party! -- Camp Love Bubble
Join Camp Love Bubble in painting two repurposed door murals & one of the wonderful, repurposed Effigy Animals!
We'll supply the paint & brushes; you supply the creativity & have fun! This event is predominantly for Sparks, but the
adults can play too. The murals will be coming to future burns! The very special animal will become part of the Effigy
Burn Saturday!
Tea Time & by Tea we mean Whiskey -- Strumpets & Crumpets Incorporated
Tea Time a mid-day snack of tea & cookie, or a shot & cake. Who knows what you will get. but it won't be bad...
Pork Tacos & Bacon-wrapped Chicken Legs -- Spice Pirates
Come enjoy our famous award-winning Pulled Pork Tacos. And sample some amazing bacon-wrapped chicken legs!
May the Fourth Be with You -- MOIST
MOIST residents & special guests spin the best underground electronic music.
Come dressed in your best space inspired costume. Ray-guns & lightsabers encouraged!
Rolling & Groundplay -- Jesse Rupp / Kidsville
Tumbling. Ground engagement. Ground gymastics based on Japanese ukemi. Monkey play. Explore rolling as
locomotion; learn how to fall safely; massage your organs with the ground. Useful for parkour, MMA, & generally
having fun. ALL AGES.
CommuniTea -- MOIST
Meet people & relax while enjoying traditional Chinese teas served by Colin Barnes.
Ziege’s Dreadful Hour -- MOIST
Custom handmade dreadlocks & clip-in hair extensions to brighten up & liven any style.
If It Makes You Happy Hour -- MOIST
An ode to all things 90s
Wine Tasting -- Spice Pirates
Come share your home-made wines & beers. Be prepared to present your creation to the crowd, & brag about your
success, or apologize for your failure. We don't care. Side snacks are welcome, like cheeses, crackers, whatever
Pizza Party! -- Spice Pirates
We are throwing down pizzas! Whatever we have will go on the pizzas. If you have something that might work, bring
it, we'll try anything! (But, you gotta eat some... just sayin’)
Fire Jam -- MOIST
Bring your fire fans, hula-hoop, poi, staff, etc. BYOF (Bring Your Own Fuel)
Lost in Space (part I) -- MOIST
MOIST residents & special guests spin eclectic underground electronic music.
12:01 Glow Party -- MOIST
Come dressed in your all whites or most impressive glowing attire.
Cooking Demo -- Spice Pirates
Come learn how to make amazing Chicken Tika Masala, with guest chef Kevin Wren.
See how it's done, & sample the finished dish!
Pillow Fight --Strumpets & Crumpets Incorporated
Pillow Fight Club we fight with pillows bring yours
Pork Pibil -- Spice Pirates: Chef Tanya has created her incredible Pork Pibil. Come get it while it's hot!
Heart of Gold Yacht Rock Happy Hour -- MOIST
Do you enjoy the highly-polished brand of soft rock that dominated the airwaves in the 70s & 80s? Hold onto your
captain’s hat as we sail through time & space to the sound of smooth music. Slap the space bag & have a glass of
Pinot Grigio. Slip on a blazer & lounge luxoriously in a deck chair. Bring your silk blouses gonna get fucking mellow.
All aboard!
Lost in Space (Part II) -- MOIST
MOIST residents & special guests spin eclectic underground electronic music.

